This SPSSI-UK Inaugural Symposium is chaired by Professor Dominic Abrams (vice President (Social Sciences) of the British Academy and Chair of SPSSI-UK) and hosts seven presentations given by distinguished researchers from Oxford, Cambridge, LSE, Kings, Kent, and Sheffield with significant experience in the psychology of • Terrorism and Defense • Prejudice, Diversity and Multiculturalism • The UK’s Position in Europe • Equality in Work and Education. Amongst the issues of obvious concern will be how the UK will manage its internal security and sustain openness, tolerant social attitudes and protection of human rights in the context of issues and divisions raised by the EU referendum decision. The policy specialists will be asked to contribute to the meeting by commenting on the research evidence, joining and chairing round table discussions and sharing in the framing of the policy briefing that will be developed from the insights at the meeting.
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